
TRUCK MOUNTED CRANES & EQUIPMENT
Sales, Service, Par ts & Rentals

www.runnionequipment.com



EQUIPMENT
Boom Trucks – Stand Up, Swing
Cab, Tractor Mounted

Telescoping
Knuckleboom, Articulated
Material Handling, Log Loader
Truck Mounted
Pedestal Mounted
Rolling Base
Trailer Mount
Marine Mount
Bucket Trucks
Sign Cranes
Trailers – Tag, Sliding Axle, Hydraulic
Tail, Lowboy, Blade, Schnabel, Custom

Crane Attachments – Forks,
Buckets, Roofing Boxes, Line Blocks

Aftermarket Accessories – Custom
Straps, Slings, Safety Gear

Hy Rail Railroad Gear

SERVICES
Technical on-site field service by
factory trained technicians

Product and parts support
OSHA Inspections
Operator safety training seminars
Preventive maintenance programs
Rail gear inspections and
maintenance

Rental Equipment
Used Equipment
Consignments/Trade ins
Custom hydraulic hoses
Financing assistance

About Runnion
Our Family Business
In 1975, Earle and Dorothy Runnion established Runnion Equipment Company to sell, service
and rent truck mounted cranes. Earle had been in the heavy equipment business for 27 years
and combined his then named company, National Construction Equipment Company with
Talbert Equipment Company, a trailer dealer, to create Runnion Equipment Company in
Lyons, Illinois at its current location. The first crane sold by Runnion Equipment Company was
a 1963 National Crane boom truck which also happened to be the second crane
manufactured by National. This very crane is now on display at the company and is fully
functioning.

Today, under the guidance of Patrick Runnion and his management team, the company’s
primary market is Northern Illinois, Northwest Indiana and Southern Wisconsin. A strong
nationwide presence is maintained by routinely buying, selling and renting equipment across
North America and from time to time, overseas as well. Don’t be surprised to see the Runnion
logo proudly displayed on cranes working in Alaska, Hawaii, the British West Indies or
anywhere in between!

Runnion Equipment is like most successful family business. At the core is a close knit
group of employees who care deeply about everything that Earle Runnion always believed
in—treating customers right, giving them more than is expected, finding solutions to problems
and not letting anything get in the way of helping out a customer. The same values that have
made Runnion Equipment Company a wonderful place to work insure that its customers
receive first class treatment. The company has chosen to represent crane brands that perform
all day, every day and they always deliver excellent parts and service support.

www.runnionequipment.com



Why Runnion
Dependable Cranes
Runnion Equipment Company can satisfy all of your telescoping and
articulating crane related equipment needs.We carry the finest brands
available including: cranes by the National Crane division of Manitowoc,
Palfinger, Manitex, Tadano, Prentice Log Loaders and Arm/Lift bucket
lifts. For versatility, a full line of crane attachments from Kinshofer and
Heiden is also offered.To transport your equipment, tools and supplies
to and from the job site, we also offer a wide range of stock and custom
trailers from Trail King.

We understand that you need dependable cranes to run your business
successfully.We have developed strong, long term relationships with
the crane manufacturers we represent. Only those manufacturers who
support their warranties consistently and fairly and who also have
excellent parts availability have endured the test of time with Runnion
Equipment Company.

We always have an extensive inventory of used cranes, all of
which have been inspected by our certified technicians. Once we
understand your needs, we'll present options that include both new
and used equipment.

Knowledgeable Technicians
Because of our commitment to constant training, Runnion
Equipment Company maintains an “Elite Dealer” status with our
manufacturers. Our Service Department is staffed with factory
trained union technicians who diagnose and repair your cranes
quickly and correctly—on time and in budget. Our specialized
technicians keep abreast of innovations routinely with refresher
courses on the latest technological advancements manufactured into
today’s cranes, such as computer monitoring and plug-in diagnostics.
We also offer mobile repair units equipped to make fast, on-site
repairs or emergency recovery.

Available Parts
Runnion Equipment Company maintains over a half a million dollar
parts inventory to support the telescoping and articulating equipment
and trailers that we sell as well as aftermarket and generic, non-
critical parts to help you control costs. If we don’t have it in stock, we
can get it and our reputation depends on our ability to locate it quickly.

We can also help with your parts needs for older, out of production or
off-market cranes. Rebuilt and used crane parts are regularly
available as are parts for routine maintenance. Runnion Equipment
Company stocks a wide selection of hydraulic hoses, fittings and
fluids to keep your crane running. Don’t let a leaky hose stop you.

Each member of our Parts Department undergoes training sponsored
by our manufacturers as part of our “Elite Dealer” status, so that our
Parts Team can quickly determine the parts you need. If we don’t have
your crane parts in stock, our online parts ordering and tracking system
uses an emergency “Customer Machine Down” order format for us to
get critical items as fast as the factory can ship them to us.

Runnion Rents
Runnion Equipment Company is a crane owner, too, with a fleet of
cranes available for rent which allows you the flexibility of supplementing
your fleet when you need to finish a job and to give you the opportunity
to try out a new piece of equipment. Clean, well maintained cranes can
be delivered to your job site for daily, weekly or monthly rental.We also
offer a Rent-to-Buy option with a generous portion of your rental
payment applied to the purchase price of the unit.

OSHA Inspections
Our OSHA inspections include a detailed list of items that require
servicing or replacement in order for your unit to meet applicable
OSHA standards. The placement of correct safety warning stickers and
operational safety devices is part of these standards. Once the standards
are met, the OSHA report and inspection sticker that Runnion Equipment
Company supplies insure that your machine is operating safely and
allows you access to government funded job sites. In addition, for your
peace of mind, we also offer a Pre-Buy or Pre-Auction Inspection of
a crane that you are considering purchasing or selling.

Insurance Service
If your crane is damaged in an accident, we can offer you our Insurance
Service to minimize your costs and headaches. Dealing directly with
your insurance agency, we will recover your crane so
as not to cause additional damage, inspect it at our shop and
provide you and your agent with a complete estimate of repairs.
We have the knowledge and experience to completely rebuild your
crane if necessary.

Safety First
Safety is a part of our everyday business at Runnion Equipment
Company. All of our technicians are required to undergo extensive
safety training. Our Service Department holds weekly safety meetings
and tool box talks to discuss procedures and to address situations that
arise in our shop. Unsafe practices are simply not tolerated.
Our safety practices are reflected in our industry low Workers
Compensation modification factor.
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CORPORATE OFFICE
7950 47th St.
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